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INTRO
“Lies have short legs“
This old saying proves once
more to be true and is easily
seen in the articles shown in
this edition of V&C about
the early sexualisation of
our kids. Statements by officials that have been passed
on to us during the past
years have become unmasked as being lies!
1. The main aim of mandatory sexual lessons is only for
the children’s enlightenment.
All the warnings of concerned parents that their
children could be driven to
act out untimely sexual behaviors have been treated
as exaggerated and as conspiracy theories of some religious fundamentalists and
fanatics.
2. The final authority of education stays entirely with the
parents. Sexual education
has only been introduced to
help and to support the
parents, in case they feel
overwhelmed and inadequate with the subject.
3. All attempts of the early
sexualisation program by
no means originate from
pedophile circles. It is for
the well-being of our children, since they have to find
their own way to cope with
our sexualized world.
As shattering as the following articles are, they will
strengthen us simultaneously with courage and power,
for it is becoming obvious,
that the truth cannot be concealed in the long run.
The editors (ub.)

Sex education programs: A product of the pedophile lobby?
dec. The programs for increased mittee of an international confersexualization that were approved ence of sex researchers financed
by the left-wing government of by the Soros Foundation. Erwin J.
Croatia are very similar to other Haeberle was a member of the
legislation that has been enacted “Institute for Advanced Study of
in various countries. That they Human Sexuality”, the organisahave all been developed by tion responsible for most of the
known paedophiles1, is the claim legislation advocating sex educaof former university professor Dr. tion programs in various counJudith Reisman. She shows that tries. Timothy Tate, British jourthe Croatian professor Štulhofer, nalist and producer of a
who authored the country's new documentary about Kinsey,
sexual education programmes, talked of the Croatian governhad employed not just German ment as having put the Nation's
sex researcher Günther Schmidt, children at the mercy of “a group
but other self confessed pedo- of pedophiles”, like other governphiles as well. Štulhofer has writ- ments have done before them. In
ten a book with the Dutch pedo- summary, these so called prophile Theo Sandfort2. Together grams of sexual education have
with their two colleagues, the nothing whatsoever to do with
American Vern Bullough and the progress or any supposed “sexual
German Erwin J. Haeberle, they liberation”. Rather, they are used
were part of the organizing com- by a minority to legitimize paedo-

Alarming “games” in the classroom
da. One day I took my sevenyear-old son from primary school
a little bit earlier than normal because we had an appointment at
the doctor’s. When I entered the
classroom I saw that all the children were sitting in a circle on the
floor in the darkened room. Later
on my son told me that they had
played a game called “Show us
parts of your body”. That means,
he explained to me, you have to
put that part of your body in the
middle of the circle, which is
named by the teacher - including
your bottom and your genitals.
Now my alarm bells were ringing! I contacted some other parents to collectively go against this.
We met the school’s director with
the aim of insisting on stopping
the early sexualization of our
children. But he reacted quite ag-

gressively. He implied that I had
accused the school - and especially the teacher teaching the sexual
education - of sexual abuse of the
children. They even accused me
of having reported them to the
authorities - which in fact I never
did.
So they felt constrained to sue me
for libel. It will be very interesting which witnesses and what
proofs they will use to justify
their report, for I never said anything like this.
I am just ONE of a few mothers
who fought against this sort of
sexual education. But it needs
many more courageous people all
over the country who will stand
up and cry out loud: Stop this
early-sexualization of our children at school!

philia and other sexual personality disorders and make them
socially acceptable. Children are
being forced into a world of sexuality to make them available to
the sick desires of certain adults.
Who still approves of this?!
1

Based on the controversial theories of
the sex research pioneer Alfred C.
Kinsey. He has been attacked for his
methods of studying the ability of more
than 300 children between the ages of
five months and 14 years to have an
orgasm. His “research” was paid for by
the Rockefeller Foundation.
2 Sandfort is co-founder and editor of the
Dutch pedophile journal “Paidika”,
wherein paedophilia is routinely depicted as something very positive.
Sources:
http://www.katholisches.info/2013/04/
06/schulsexualerziehung-ein-produktder-padophilen-lobby/
Documentary „Urväter der Frühsexualisierung“ (The Fathers of Early Sexualization), http://www.panoramafilm.ch/dok-urvaeter.php

Get active!
The early sexualization of
our children shall be forced
on us in Switzerland, despite
Europe-wide protests!It has
to be stopped. Please assist
us in the initiative “Yes for
the protection against early
sexualization in the pre- and
primary school”, whether
you have children who attend school or not. It has to
do with the future for all of
us which is about to be
destroyed. You can order
signature cards under tel. no.
CH 061 702 01 00 or at
www.schutzinitiative.ch.
(Attention: in Switzerland it
is allowed only from an age
of 18 years to sign the initiative.)

Source: witnesses report
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The dictatorship of sex education

Victory Corner:

missed hours by her educational authorities. It then happened that the machinery of the
Center for sex education shut down !
authorities' wheel was set into The widespread resistance has due to all parties, organizations
motion: - penalty notice - refu- been well worth it: The “Center and most of all to the many
sal to pay the fine by the parents of Competence for Sexual Ped- parents for all of their signa- accusation in court - visitation agogy and School” at the Uni- tures on the petitions, for joinby the bailiff - refusal of pay- versity of Education in Lucerne, ing the protests, for the numerment - refusal to plead guilty Switzerland was closed by the ous letters to the editors and for
by writing to the hands of the end of June 2013. Multiple fac- all other supporting activities in
court - reopening and conver- tors played into the decision. A ending the work of this so
ting the case into an appeal - Swiss newspaper reported: called center of competence.
the case finally gets to the high “The government didn't want to Let us observe and make the
court of the county, where the spend any more money on it as public aware of the ways by
parents are no longer allowed to the center had recommended which the sexual education
defend themselves personally school books that crossed the center’s misguided goals are
but are obliged to engage an line between educational mate- continued and advanced in
expensive lawyer. Presently rial and pornography”¹. Fur- various ways elsewhere.
there is yet a last request of thermore, the BAG² press of- ¹ The Swiss post office had
payment from the higher regio- fice explains that the cantons refused to send out a petition connal court pending. If this fine is (states), and not the federal taining images from educational
not paid some enforcement will government, are responsible material for four-year-olds,
be exerted. From other cases for the educational content of deeming it pornographic!
² Swiss Federal Office of Public
that have become public it is the departments of education Health
Sources:
known that this may lead to im- (This sudden insight seems
rather curious, given the fact
http://nzz.ch/aktuell/schweiz/luzernprisonment.
kompetenzzentrumSexualpaedagothat these circumstances had
Source:
gik-schliessung-1.18061539
been
the
same
even
before
the
witnesses report
http://20min.ch/schweiz/news/story/
center was first established...).
Sexualkunde-Zentrum-vor-dem-Aus
The
cantons, however, aren't
---SVP-jubelt-12403469
Light and delectable sexual education literature…
http://20min.ch/schweiz/basel/story/
willing
to
provide
the
necesjuh. “Interesting, readable, re- offenders as being a persecuted
16883717
sary funds. Congratulations are
freshing, lightly and delectably minority. According to Schmidt

ef. A fourth grade German girl,
who had previously been
praised by her teachers because
of her remarkable positive behavior, got into severe conflicts,
because she did not want to
attend sexual education lessons.
While her female class teacher
showed some sympathy, she
had to suffer insults by her
school principal and was then
dragged back into the classroom by force with the help of
another teacher. Her classmates,
who witnessed and heard everything, were shocked. As the girl
kept on resisting, she was finally dragged into the staff room,
where she had to sit out the sex
education lessons. Her parents
attempt to talk to the school
staff failed due to the schools
refusal to respect the position of
the child and her parents in the
first place. The hour the girl
spent in the staff room together
with another similar hour of
absence were counted
as

written“, is the way the “Center
of Competence for Sexual Pedagogy and School” of the Educational College of Central
Switzerland denotes two sexual
education books written by the
German sexologists Gunter
Schmidt and Erwin J. Haeberle.
They also awarded these books
the highest overall evaluation of
quality. The FACT that these
authors publicly admit to paedophile perceptions does not seem
to bother the expertise center at
all. For instance: Haeberle
explained 1978 in an interview
with the American porn magazine “Hustler” that sexual intercourse with children is quite
normal, and the sexologist
Schmidt refers to paedophile

these legal regulations should be
abolished. What may be the underlying intentions when the
center of competence recommends this literature in spite of
all the facts? Could it be possible that they are molded from
exactly the same material? It is
good turn that the days of the
Center of Competence finally
came to an end, because of the
above statements and many
other terrifying agendas that
they were promoting.
Sources:
Buch von Erwin J. Haeberle:
„dtv Atlas Sexualität“,
Buch von Gunter Schmidt:
„Das neue DER DIE DAS“,
www.amorix.ch/medien/empfehlungen
http://katholisches.info/2013/04/06/
schulsexualerziehung-ein-produktderpadophilen-lobby/

“Maybe Doomsday will dawn tomorrow,
then we are ready to give up our work for the sake of a
better future, but not earlier.”
Dietrich Bonhoeffer

Closing Point ●
The 100th ape:
For a scientific study sweet potatoes were put in the sand near
a river. After a while an ape learned, that these are more delicious after being washed in the river before eating. Soon more
and more apes followed his example and with the 100th ape (a
fictitious number) all of them were doing this. The amazing
thing was that this learning transferred a short time later to
other ape colonies in far away regions, who never had contact
with the “firstlings”. Result: we can create an awareness by a
persuasive conveying of the S&G contents, through our “being”
but so that even people who were not at all interested in investigating and disclosing hidden facts, develop a perception of the
truth and become fighters for justice. Every one of us can be
the one who causes this crucial breakthrough.
The editors (ub.)

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
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